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At the border between France and
Switzerland. The European Center
for Nuclear Research: CERN.
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100m underground vast cathedral-sized
caverns house four gigantic particle
detectors for the world’s biggest scientific
tool: a massive particle accelerator, 27 km
around, the LHC: Large Hadron Collider.
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Thousands of powerful superconducting magnets
steer the proton beams around the huge ring and
then focus them to less than the width of a
human hair... ready to crash against each other.
These superconducting magnets run at -271°C:
even colder than outer space. The LHC is the
biggest cryogenic system ever made.

The protons in the lhc are
accelerated to 99.9998% of the
speed of light in two beam lines,
moving in opposite directions.
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These ancestral particles survive for only the tiniest fraction of a second
before they disintegrate into cascades of more familiar particles. Scientists
need ultrafast, ultraprecise detectors, and state-of-the-art custom made
electronics to see the cascade…They need CMS: The Compact Muon Solenoid.

The Collision generates so much
energy that particles extinct since the
big bang (14 billion years ago), like the
Higgs particle, reappear briefly.
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CMS has been assembled in layers from
millions of parts with watch-making
precision. Each layer of detectors has
a special job to do: to identify and
measure as many particles as possible.
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To crunch and swallow all this
information is just not possible.
Powerful electronics filters the
data signals so that, every second,
only the results from the 100 most
interesting collisions are stored.

A huge computing network, the Grid, sends
the CMS data out all over the world...
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CMS is like a 12,500 tonne digital camera with
100 million pixels that takes a 3D picture of
the LHC collisions 40 million times per second!
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Looking at a slice
through the detector.
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A total of 1 terabyte of data is generated in CMS
every second, equivalent in volume to storing the
names and addresses of every living human being.

A Physics student sat at
their PC anywhere in the
world can harness the
power of thousands of
PCs over the Grid…
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to search for rare
collisions and New
Physics…
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